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Explicit high-order time stepping based on componentwise
application of asymptotic block Lanczos iteration
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SUMMARY
This paper describes the development of explicit time stepping methods for linear PDEs that are specifically
designed to cope with the stiffness of the system of ODEs that results from spatial discretization. As stiffness is caused by the contrasting behavior of coupled components of the solution, it is proposed to adopt a
componentwise approach in which each coefficient of the solution in an appropriate basis is computed using
an individualized approximation of the solution operator. This has been accomplished by Krylov subspace
spectral (KSS) methods, which use techniques from ‘matrices, moments and quadrature’ to approximate
bilinear forms involving functions of matrices via block Gaussian quadrature rules. These forms correspond
to coefficients with respect to the chosen basis of the application of the solution operator of the PDE to
the solution at an earlier time. In this paper, it is proposed to substantially enhance the efficiency of KSS
methods through the prescription of quadrature nodes on the basis of asymptotic analysis of the recursion
coefficients produced by block Lanczos iteration for each Fourier coefficient as a function of frequency. The
potential of this idea is illustrated through numerical results obtained from the application of the modified
KSS methods to diffusion equations and wave equations. Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid advancement of computing power in recent years has allowed higher resolution models.
This has introduced greater stiffness into systems of ordinary differential equations (ODEs) that
arise from the discretization of time-dependent partial differential equations (PDEs), which presents
difficulties for time stepping methods due to the coupling of components of the solution.
Consider a system of linear ODE of the form
u0 .t / C Au D 0,

u.t0 / D u0 ,

(1)

where A is an N  N real, symmetric positive definite matrix. One-step methods such as
Runge–Kutta methods yield an approximate solution of the form
unC1 D f .AI t /un ,

t D tnC1  tn ,

where un  u.tn / and f .AI t / is a polynomial of A that approximates expŒAt  if the method
is explicit or a rational function of A if the method is implicit.
Similarly, Krylov subspace methods based on exponential integrators, such as those described in
[1, 2], yield approximate solutions that are equal to a polynomial of A times a vector. The polynomial is obtained by computing the exponential of a much smaller matrix that is generated by a
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process such as Lanczos iteration or Arnoldi iteration. For example, consider the problem of computing w D e At v for a given symmetric matrix A and vector v. An approach described in [2] is to
apply the Lanczos algorithm to A with initial vector v to obtain, at the end of the j th iteration, an
orthogonal matrix Xj and a tridiagonal matrix Tj such that XjT AXj D Tj . Then, we can compute
the approximation
wj D kvk2 Xj e Tj t e1 ,

(2)



where e1 D 1 0    0 . As each column xk , k D 1, : : : , j , of Xj is of the form xk D
pk1 .A/v, where pn .A/ is a polynomial of degree n in A, it follows that wj is the product of a
polynomial in A of degree j  1 and v.
The effectiveness of this approach, for general v, depends on the eigenvalues of A. If the eigenvalues are not clustered, which is the case if A arises from a stiff system of ODEs such that obtained
from spatial discretization of a time-dependent PDE, a good approximation cannot be obtained using
a small number of Lanczos iterations. This can be alleviated using an outer iteration of the form
wjmC1  e At wm
j ,

m D 0, 1, : : : ,

w0j D v,

(3)

for some t  t , where the total number of outer iterations M satisfies Mt D t . However,
this approach is not practical if t must be chosen very small. Modifications described in [3, 4]
produce rational approximations that reduce the number of Lanczos iterations, but these methods
require solving systems of linear equations in which the matrix is of the form I C hA, where h is a
parameter. Unless h is chosen very small, these systems may be ill conditioned.
In summary, time stepping methods that, when applied to a system of linear ODEs of the form
(1), compute a solution of the form u.t C t / D f .AI t /u.t /, where f .AI t / is a polynomial or
rational approximation of e At , tend to have difficulty with stiff systems, such as those that arise
from the spatial discretization of time-dependent PDE. The solution of a stiff system, even one that
represents a typically smooth solution of a parabolic PDE, includes rapidly changing components
that are coupled with components that evolve more slowly. Because of this phenomenon, explicit
methods for such systems require small time steps, whereas implicit methods typically require the
solution of ill-conditioned systems of linear equations.
It is therefore proposed to employ a componentwise approach to time stepping in an effort to circumvent these difficulties for both parabolic and hyperbolic PDEs. This goal is to be accomplished
by continuing the evolution of Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) methods [5–8]. These methods feature explicit time stepping with high-order accuracy and stability that is characteristic of implicit
methods. This ‘best-of-both-worlds’ combination is achieved through a componentwise approach,
in which each Fourier coefficient of the solution is computed using an approximation of the solution
operator that is, in some sense, optimal for that coefficient.
Initial works on KSS methods [5–16] have yielded promising results, in terms of accuracy and stability. However, because they implicitly generate O.N d / low-dimensional Krylov subspaces, where
N is the number of grid points per spatial dimension and d is the number of spatial dimensions,
efficient implementation can be difficult except for certain special cases, even though the computational complexity per time step is O.N log N /. As most of the computational expense arises from
the need to compute component-dependent nodes and weights of block Gaussian quadrature rules,
this paper explores the idea of using component-dependent quadrature rules in which the nodes are
prescribed in such a way as to approximate the block Gaussian nodes, in an effort to achieve comparable accuracy but with far greater efficiency. The approximation strategy is based on asymptotic
analysis of the recursion coefficients produced by block Lanczos iteration.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes how block KSS methods arise from
techniques introduced by Golub and Meurant in [17] for approximating bilinear forms involving
functions of matrices. Section 3 describes how asymptotic analysis of the quantities computed by
block KSS methods can be used to efficiently approximate the extremal block Gaussian nodes.
Numerical results are presented in Section 4. Discussion of current and future research directions is
provided in Section 5, and conclusions are given in Section 6.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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2. MATRICES, MOMENTS, QUADRATURE, AND PDE
This section describes the main ideas behind block KSS methods. For simplicity, the onedimensional case is discussed first, followed by the generalization to higher dimensions. Let
S.t / D expŒLt  represent the solution operator of a parabolic PDE on .0, 2/,
ut C Lu D 0,

t > 0,

(4)

with appropriate initial conditions and periodic boundary conditions. The operator L is a linear,
second-order, self-adjoint, positive definite differential operator.
Let h, i denote the standard inner product of functions defined on Œ0, 2. KSS methods, introduced in various forms in [5–8], are time stepping algorithms that compute the solution at time
t1 , t2 , : : :, where tn D nt for some choice of t . Given the computed solution u.x,
Q tn / at time
tn , the solution at time tnC1 is computed by approximating the Fourier coefficients that would be
obtained by applying the exact solution operator to u.x,
Q tn /,


1
Q tn / ,
u.!,
O
tnC1 / D p e i !x , S.t /u.x,
2

(5)

where ! is an integer.
Clearly, such an approach requires an effective method for computing bilinear forms. KSS methods represent the first application to time-dependent PDE of techniques from the area of ‘matrices,
moments and quadrature’: the approximation of bilinear forms involving matrix functions by treating them as Riemann–Stieltjes integrals and then applying (block) Gaussian quadrature rules that are
generated by the (block) Lanczos algorithm applied to the matrix. We now provide some background
on this area.
2.1. Elements of functions of matrices
In [17], Golub and Meurant described a method for computing quantities of the form
uT f .A/v,

(6)

where u and v are N -vectors, A is an N N symmetric matrix, and f is a smooth function. Our goal
is to apply this method with A D LN , where LN is a spectral discretization of L, f ./ D exp.t /
for p
some t , and the vectors u and v are derived from eO ! and un , where eO ! is a discretization of
.1= 2/e i !x and un is a discretization of the solution at time tn on an N -point uniform grid. In
the following exposition, it is assumed that u and v are real; generalization to the complex case is
straightforward.
Because the matrix A is symmetric positive definite, it has real eigenvalues b D 1 > 2 >    >
N D a > 0 and corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors qj , j D 1, : : : , N . Therefore, the quantity
(6) can be rewritten as
uT f .A/v D

N
X

f .j / uT qj qT
j v,

(7)

j D1

which can also be viewed as a Riemann–Stieltjes integral
T

Z

b

u f .A/v D I Œf  D

f ./ d˛./,

(8)

a

where the measure ˛./ is derived from the coefficients of u and v in the basis of eigenvectors.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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As discussed in [17–20], the integral I Œf  can be approximated using Gaussian, Gauss–Radau or
Gauss–Lobatto, quadrature rules, which yields an approximation of the form
I Œf  D

K
X

wj f .j / C RŒf ,

(9)

j D1

where the nodes j , j D 1, : : : , K, and the weights wj , j D 1, : : : , K, can be obtained using
the Lanczos algorithm and variations [21–24]. If u D v, then the measure ˛./ is positive and
increasing, which ensures that the weights are positive.
2.2. Block Gaussian quadrature
In the case u ¤ v, there is the possibility that the weights may not be positive, which destabilizes
the quadrature rule [25]. Instead, one can consider the approximation of

T


u v
f .A/ u v ,
(10)
which results in the 2  2 matrix integral
 T

Z b
u f .A/u uT f .A/v
f ./ d./ D
,
vT f .A/u vT f .A/v
a

(11)

where ./ is a 2  2 matrix, each entry of which is a measure of the form ˛./ from (8).
As discussed in [17], this matrix integral can be approximated using a quadrature rule of the form
Z

b

f ./ d./ D
a

where, for each j , j is a scalar and vj
2
M1
6 B1
6
6
TK D 6
6
4

2K
X

f .j / vj vT
j C error,

(12)

j D1

is a 2-vector. Each node j is an eigenvalue of the matrix
3
B1T
7
M2
B2T
7
7
..
..
..
(13)
7,
.
.
.
7
T
5
BK2 MK1 BK1
BK1
MK

which is a block tridiagonal matrix of order 2K. The vector vj consists of the first two elements of
the corresponding normalized eigenvector. The matrices Mj and Bj are computed by performing
K iterations of the block Lanczos algorithm, which was proposed by Golub and Underwood in [26].
Throughout the remainder of this paper, we will refer to the scalar nodes j , j D 1, 2, : : : , 2K,
from (12) as ‘block Gaussian quadrature nodes’, to distinguish them from the Gaussian quadrature
nodes that are obtained through the standard (non-block) Lanczos iteration applied to a single initial
vector. A key difference between the two sets of nodes is that whereas a K-node Gaussian rule is
exact for polynomials of degree 2K  1, it takes 2K block Gaussian nodes to achieve the same
degree of accuracy; that is, block Gaussian rules have the same degree of accuracy as general interpolatory quadrature rules. However, unlike general interpolatory quadrature rules, they are obtained
from a polynomial of degree K whose coefficients are 2  2 matrices, just as K standard Gaussian
quadrature nodes are the roots of a polynomial of degree K with scalar coefficients.
2.3. Block Krylov subspace spectral methods
Block KSS methods proceed as follows. We assume for convenience that N is even. For each wave
number ! D N=2 C 1, : : : , N=2, we define


R0 .!/ D eO ! un
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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and then compute the QR factorization
R0 .!/ D X1 .!/B0 .!/,
which yields
X1 .!/ D



eO !

un! =kun! k2



"
,

B0 .!/ D

1

n
eO H
!u

0 kun! k2

#
,

where the ‘H’ superscript denotes the Hermitian transpose and
n
un! D un  eO ! eO H
!u .

Then, block Lanczos iteration is applied to the discretized operator LN with initial block X1 .!/,
producing a block tridiagonal matrix TK .!/ of the form (13), where each entry is a function of !.
Then, each Fourier coefficient of the solution at tnC1 can be expressed as




H
(14)
expŒTK .!/t E12 B0 12 , E12 D e1 e2 .
ŒuO nC1 ! D B0H E12
In this paper, we continue to follow the convention used in [6, 10, 16, 27] and identify a block KSS
method that uses K matrix nodes, or 2K scalar nodes, as a K-node KSS method. The term ‘KSS
method’ is used to refer to a larger class of methods, including not only block KSS methods but also
non-block variations such as those described in [5, 8] and variations introduced in the next section.
What characterizes all KSS methods is that they compute each component of the solution in some
basis by approximating a bilinear form involving a matrix function with an interpolatory quadrature
rule that is tailored to that component.
This algorithm has local temporal accuracy O.t 2K1 / for the parabolic problem (4) [6]. By
contrast, methods that apply Lanczos iteration only to the solution from the previous time step
(see, for example, [2]) achieve O.t K1 / accuracy, where K is the dimension of the Krylov
subspaces used. Even higher-order accuracy, O.t 4K2 /, is obtained for the second-order wave
equation [10]. Furthermore, in [6, 10], it is shown that under appropriate assumptions on the coefficients of the differential operator L in (4), the one-node block KSS method is unconditionally stable.
2.4. Implementation
Krylov subspace spectral methods compute a Jacobi matrix corresponding to each Fourier coefficient, in contrast to traditional Krylov subspace methods (see, for example, [1–4, 28]) that use only
a single Krylov subspace generated by the solution from the previous time step. Although it would
appear that KSS methods incur a substantial amount of additional computational expense, that is not
actually the case because nearly all of the Krylov subspaces that they compute are closely related by
the wave number ! in the one-dimensional case, or !E D .!1 , !2 , : : : , !n / in the n-dimensional case.
In fact, the only Krylov subspace that is explicitly computed is the one generated by the solution
from the previous time step, of dimension .K C 1/, where 2K is the number of block Gaussian
quadrature nodes. In addition, the averages of the coefficients of Lj , for j D 0, 1, 2, : : : , 2K  1, are
required, where L is the spatial differential operator. When the coefficients of L are independent of
time, these can be computed once, during a preprocessing step. This computation can be carried out
in O.N log N / operations using symbolic calculus [12, 14].
With these considerations, the algorithm for a single time step of a one-node block KSS method
for solving (4), where Lu D puxx C q.x/u, with appropriate initial conditions and periodic
boundary conditions, is as follows. The average of a function f .x/ on Œ0, 2 is denoted by f .
uO n D fft.un /, v D LN un , vO D fft.v/
for each ! do
˛1 D p! 2 C q (in preprocessing step)
ˇ1 D vO .!/  ˛1 uO n .!/
˛2 D hun , vi  2 Re ŒuO n .!/Ov.!/ C ˛1 juO n .!/j2
e! D Œhun , un i  juO n .!/j2 1=2
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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uO nC1 .!/ D Œe T! t 11 uO n .!/ C Œe T! t 12 e!
end
unC1 D ifft.uO nC1 /
As with the above-mentioned preprocessing step, the amount of work per time step is O.N log N /,
assuming that the FFT is used for differentiation in the computation of v. This same complexity
applies to KSS methods with a higher number of quadrature nodes [7]. Furthermore, KSS methods allow substantial parallelism, as each component of the solution is obtained from its associated
block Jacobi matrix, independently of other components. Coefficients of powers of L can also be
computed in parallel.
Generalization of this algorithm to higher dimensions and other PDE is straightforward [29, 30].
For example, on the domain Œ0, 2n , if L D pCq.x/, the for loop would iterate over all n-tuples
!E D .!1 , !2 , : : : , !n /, and for each such !,
E ˛1 D pk!k
E 22 C q, where q is the average of q.x/ on
the domain. No additional modification to the algorithm is necessary. For the second-order wave
equation, two matrices of the form T! are computed for each !,
E corresponding to the solution from
the previous time step and its time derivative. KSS methods have also been generalized to systems
of coupled equations; the details are presented in [11]. In particular, it is shown in [16] that KSS
methods are effective for systems of three equations in three spatial variables, through application
to Maxwell’s equations.
Although the one-node block KSS method described previously can easily be implemented and
KSS methods can be implemented with O.N log N / complexity for any number of nodes, the
asymptotic constant of the number of floating-point operations can grow quite quickly as a function
of K because of the need to compute coefficients of Lj , for j D 2, : : : , 2K1. Optimization can also
be made difficult by the need to maintain data structures that store representations of recursion coefficients [12, 27]. Therefore, it is necessary to consider whether alternative approaches to selecting
and computing quadrature nodes for each component of the solution may be more effective.
3. SOLUTION THROUGH ASYMPTOTIC BLOCK LANCZOS ITERATION
The central idea behind KSS methods is to compute each component of the solution, in some basis,
using an approximation that is specifically tailored to that component, even though all components
are coupled. It follows that each component uses a different polynomial approximation of S.LN /,
where the function S is based on the solution operator of the PDE and LN is the discretization of
the spatial differential operator. Taking all components together reveals that the computed solution
has the form
unC1 D fQ.LN I t /un D

M
X

Dj .t /Aj un ,

(15)

j D0

where M D 2K, K being the number of block Lanczos iterations, and Dj .t / is a matrix that is
diagonal in the chosen basis. In other words, KSS methods are explicit methods that are inherently
more flexible than explicit time stepping methods that use a polynomial or rational approximation
of the solution operator. We now consider how we can exploit this flexibility.
In the block KSS method, in which block Lanczos iteration is applied to the matrix LN , the initial
block recursion coefficient M1 in (13) is given by
"
#
n
O!
eO H
eO H
! LN e
! L N u!
M1 .!/ D
.
(16)
Œun! H LN eO ! Œun! H LN un!
Now, suppose that L is a second-order differential operator of the form
Lu D puxx C q.x/u,
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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where p is a constant. Then, we have
"
M1 .!/ D

p! 2 C qN

Q n!
eO H
! qu

Q e!
Œun! H qO

Œun! H LN un!

#
.

(17)

As before, we use the notation f to denote the mean of a function f .x/ defined on Œ0, 2
Q j D q.x
and define q.x/
Q
D q.x/  q. We denote by qQ the vector with components Œq
Q j /.
For convenience, multiplication of vectors, as in the off-diagonal elements of M1 .!/, denotes
componentwise multiplication.
It follows that as j!j increases, we have
"
#
0
p! 2 C qN
M1 .!/ 
.
Œun H LN un
0
Œun H un
That is, the off-diagonal entries become negligible compared with the .1, 1/ entry. Continuing with
the block Lanczos process to compute B1 .!/, we see that for higher frequencies, the diagonal entries
of M1 .!/ are approximate eigenvalues of TK .!/.
In fact, it has been observed in numerical experiments that for the two-node block KSS method,
half of the four scalar nodes j from (12) are clustered around each diagonal entry of M1 .!/ [6].
We therefore propose to first prescribe these values as the smallest and largest nodes:
aD

Œun H LN un
,
Œun H un

bD

O!
eO H
! LN e
,
H
eO ! eO !

1 .!/ D minfa, bg,

2 .!/ D maxfa, bg.

(18)

Then, we prescribe the remaining nodes 2 .!/, : : : , 2K1 .!/ to be equally spaced between 1 .!/
and 2K .!/.
It is generally known that quadrature rules with equally spaced nodes are not effective when the
number of nodes is large (for example, Newton–Cotes rules with 11 or more nodes are guaranteed
to have at least one negative weight). However, the number of nodes, 2K, is to be chosen on the
basis of the desired temporal order of accuracy of 2K  1; therefore, the number of nodes can be
chosen to be very small. Alternative node distributions will be discussed in Section 5.
As will be seen in the numerical experiments, the number of nodes need not be even; it is assumed
to be even in this discussion because of the proposed method being described as a modification
of block KSS methods that use 2K nodes obtained from K iterations of block Lanczos. In general, a KSS method applied to a PDE of the form ut C Lu D 0 that uses M prescribed nodes
requires a Krylov subspace of dimension M to be generated from the solution from the previous
time step in order to compute an approximation of the form (15) and has temporal order of accuracy
M  1.
As will be demonstrated in the numerical results in the next section, this approach of prescribing
the extremal nodes as in (18) is not effective for an operator with a variable leading coefficient,
such as
Lu D .p.x/ux /x C q.x/u.
By applying block Lanczos to a matrix LN arising from discretization of this operator and initial
block R0 .!/, we find that the block R1 .!/ produced by the block Lanczos algorithm,
R1 .!/ D LN X1 .!/  X1 .!/M1 .!/,
Q e! and eO ! , where p.x/
Q
D p.x/  p.x/. Therefore, in
contains vectors that are nearly parallel to pO
order to approximate the largest block Gaussian node, which is the largest eigenvalue of TK , we seek
Q e! C c eO ! , that maximizes the Rayleigh quotient
a linear combination of these two vectors, v! D pO
vH
! LN v!
.
vH
! v!
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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The constant c satisfies the quadratic equation
Q 22 D 0,
Q 2 c 2 C pQ H pQ 2 c  kpk
kpk

(20)

and we set 2K .!/ equal to the corresponding Rayleigh quotient.
We will also examine the idea of choosing the largest node for each component so that it serves
as a sharp upper bound, rather than a sharp lower bound, on the largest node of a block Gaussian
rule. To that end, we prescribe
2K .!/ D c0 ! 2 C q

(21)

where c0 is chosen to be an approximate upper bound on the asymptotic constant for the largest
block Gaussian node as a function of !. In all variations, the interior nodes 2 , : : : , 2K1 are
chosen to be equally spaced between 1 and 2K .
Once the nodes are prescribed, we use the fact that any interpolatory quadrature rule computes the
exact integral of a polynomial that interpolates the integrand at the nodes, in conjunction with the
fact that each integral represents a bilinear form eO ! f .A/un for some function f , to avoid having
to explicitly compute any quadrature weights. Instead, we construct the solution at time tnC1 by
using representation (15), in which the diagonal entries of the matrices Dj are the coefficients of
the polynomials that interpolate f ./ at the prescribed nodes.
Time stepping methods that employ a polynomial approximation of the solution operator effectively use the same quadrature nodes and weights for all components of the solution. By viewing
such methods as special cases of KSS methods with component-independent nodes and weights, it
can readily be seen why such methods have difficulties with stiff systems. Even though the bilinear
form representing each component of the solution uses the same function of the matrix, the bilinear
form is an integral with a different measure ˛./, which is influenced by both the solution and each
basis function. As such, there is little hope that a single quadrature rule can yield sufficient accuracy
for each member of a family of integrals with very different weight functions, unless it has a very
large number of nodes.
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS
Numerical experiments comparing KSS methods with a variety of time stepping methods, including finite-difference methods, Runge–Kutta methods, and backward differentiation formulae, can
be found in [8, 10, 11, 14]. Comparisons with a number of Krylov subspace methods based on
exponential integrators [1,2,28], including preconditioned Lanczos iteration [3,4], are made in [15].
In this section, we will solve various PDEs by using the method described in (2) with four iterations of the Lanczos algorithm, a two-node block KSS method that uses four (scalar) block Gaussian
nodes, and a four-node KSS method with equally spaced nodes chosen using asymptotic block
Lanczos iteration. All methods are configured to use Krylov subspaces of the same dimension.
Because the exact solutions are not known, accuracy will be gauged using the two-norm of a relative error estimate that is obtained by comparing the computed solution to a solution computed
using a smaller time step, which will convey order of convergence in time.
4.1. Parabolic problems
4.1.1. One-dimensional problems. We first demonstrate the accuracy of KSS methods combined
with asymptotic block Lanczos iteration on a parabolic equation in one space dimension,
ut  .p.x/ux /x C q.x/u D 0,

0 < x < 2,

t > 0,

(22)

where the coefficients p.x/ and q.x/, given by
p.x/ D 1,
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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are chosen to be smooth functions. The initial condition is
u.x, 0/ D 1 C

1
3
cos x 
sin 2x,
10
20

0 < x < 2,

(24)

and periodic boundary conditions are imposed.
Because the leading coefficient is constant, we use (18) to prescribe the extremal nodes for the
KSS method combined with asymptotic block Lanczos iteration. The results are shown in Figure 1
and Table I. We observe that both variations of KSS methods exhibit approximately third-order
accuracy in time at the chosen time steps, but the Lanczos method described by (2) is far less accurate, in terms of both order of convergence and magnitude of the error; only at smaller time steps
does it exhibit the expected third-order convergence. We note that the accuracy of Lanczos iteration is degraded somewhat when the number of grid points is doubled, but that does not affect the
performance of either KSS method.
The effectiveness of choosing the nodes by using (18) can be explained with the assistance of
Figure 2. It can be seen that the extremal nodes agree very well with the block Gaussian nodes
computed by the standard block KSS method. It is interesting to note that choosing the interior nodes to achieve equal spacing is sufficient to achieve nearly as much accuracy as comput-

Figure 1. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (22), (23), and (24), with periodic boundary
conditions, computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes
chosen according to (18) (solid curve), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes
(dashed curve), and Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (dotted curve) on an N -point grid and various time
steps. All methods are third-order accurate in time.
Table I. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (22), (23), and (24), with periodic
boundary conditions.
N

t

128

256

KSS-equi

KSS-Gauss

Lanczos

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

3.591e003
3.321e004
3.625e005
4.256e006
5.120e007

4.298e004
1.973e005
1.483e006
1.419e007
1.397e008

1.386e001
1.384e001
9.498e002
4.903e002
3.043e002

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

3.590e003
3.321e004
3.616e005
4.168e006
4.285e007

4.298e004
1.973e005
1.483e006
1.419e007
1.397e008

1.935e001
1.933e001
1.297e001
6.898e002
1.133e002

Computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes chosen according
to (18) (KSS-equi), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes (KSS-Gauss), and Lanczos
iteration as described in (2) (Lanczos) on an N -point grid and various time steps t .
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Quadrature nodes used by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally
spaced nodes prescribed by (18) (blue circles; only extremal nodes shown) and a two-node block KSS
method with four block Gaussian nodes (red crosses) applied to the problems (22), (23), and (24).

Figure 3. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (22), (25), and (26), with periodic boundary
conditions, computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes
chosen according to (18) (solid curve) or (19) (dash-dot curve), a two-node block KSS method with four
block Gaussian nodes (dashed curve), and a Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (dotted curve) on an
N -point grid and various time steps. All methods are third-order accurate in time.

ing the block Gaussian nodes for each Fourier coefficient, which requires substantially greater
computational effort.
We now repeat this experiment of solving (22), except with more oscillatory coefficients
1
1
cos x  sin 2x C
2
4
1
1
q.x/ D 1 C sin x  cos 2x C
4
4

p.x/ D 1 C

1
cos 3x,
8
1
1
sin 3x  cos 4x,
8
8

(25)

and initial data
u.x, 0/ D 1 C

3
3
3
cos x 
sin 2x C
cos 3x,
10
20
40

0 < x < 2.

(26)

The results are shown in Figure 3 and Table II. We see that compared with the case of smoother
coefficients and data, the KSS method combined with asymptotic block Lanczos iteration according
to (18) is a failure. An explanation for this difference in performance can be found in Figure 4. The
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table II. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (22), (25), and (26), with periodic
boundary conditions.
N

t

128

256

KSS-equi-(18)

KSS-equi-(19)

KSS-Gauss

Lanczos

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

2.440e001
1.964e001
1.891e001
3.967e001
1.983e001

9.833e002
9.097e003
1.068e003
2.099e004
3.676e005

2.605e002
7.846e003
2.875e003
1.074e003
2.958e004

4.274e002
4.017e002
3.628e002
2.047e002
3.492e003

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

2.440e001
1.964e001
1.891e001
3.967e001
1.983e001

9.833e002
9.097e003
1.068e003
2.099e004
3.676e005

2.604e002
7.838e003
2.868e003
1.134e003
3.126e004

6.822e002
5.978e002
3.838e002
2.921e002
6.651e003

Computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes chosen according
to (18) (KSS-equi-(18)) or (19) (KSS-equi-(19)), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes
(KSS-Gauss), and Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (Lanczos) on an N -point grid and various time steps t .-

Figure 4. Quadrature nodes used by four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced
nodes prescribed by (18) (blue circles; only extremal nodes shown) and two-node block KSS method with
four block Gaussian nodes (red crosses) applied to the problems (22), (25), and (26).

extremal nodes 4 .!/ are not in agreement with the largest block Gaussian nodes, except in asymptotic growth rate. It is also worth noting that the block Gaussian nodes are not as clustered around
specific values as they are in the case of smoother coefficients.
On the basis of the variable leading coefficient, we instead select the extremal nodes
according to (19) and solve the same problem. The results are shown in Figure 3 and
Table II. We observe that not only does the KSS method with asymptotic block Lanczos
iteration yield far more accuracy than when (18) was used, but it is actually more accurate than the standard KSS method with block Gaussian nodes. Whereas KSS with block
Gaussian nodes converges only superlinearly for the chosen time steps, KSS with equally spaced
nodes converges superquadratically. In Figure 5, it can be seen that the extremal nodes of the KSS
method with equally spaced nodes are in much better agreement with the extremal block Gaussian
nodes, which helps explain the substantial improvement in performance.
4.1.2. Two-dimensional problems. We now consider a parabolic problem in two space dimensions,
ut  r  .p.x, y/ru/ C q.x, y/u D 0,
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.

0 < x, y < 2,

t > 0,

(27)
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Figure 5. Quadrature nodes used by four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced
nodes prescribed by (19) (blue circles; only extremal nodes shown) and two-node block KSS method with
four block Gaussian nodes (red crosses) applied to the problems (22), (25), and (26).

Figure 6. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (27), (28), and (29), with periodic boundary
conditions, computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes
chosen according to (18) (solid curve), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes
(dashed curve), and Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (dotted curve) on an N -point grid (per dimension)
and various time steps. All methods are third-order accurate in time.

where the smooth coefficients are given by
p.x, y/ D 1,

q.x, y/ D

4 1
1
C cos x  sin y.
3 4
4

(28)

The initial condition is
u.x, y, 0/ D 1 C

3
1
cos x 
sin 2y,
10
20

0 < x, y < 2,

(29)

and periodic boundary conditions are imposed.
The results are shown in Figure 6 and Table III. We observe essentially the same behavior of
all three methods as in the one-dimensional case. The Lanczos-based exponential integrator (2)
does not exhibit the theoretically expected third-order accuracy, and its performance is significantly
degraded by an increase in the number of grid points. KSS methods, on the other hand, have no such
difficulty with the higher resolution and actually do yield third-order accuracy in time, with block
Gaussian nodes being more accurate.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table III. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (27), (28), and (29), with periodic
boundary conditions.
N

t

16

32

KSS-equi

KSS-Gauss

Lanczos

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

4.577e003
4.455e004
4.980e005
5.819e006
6.203e007

1.385e003
9.948e005
9.785e006
1.083e006
1.146e007

4.822e003
6.803e004
7.680e005
1.293e004
4.175e006

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

4.577e003
4.455e004
4.983e005
5.854e006
6.603e007

1.385e003
9.948e005
9.785e006
1.083e006
1.146e007

4.702e003
5.772e004
7.524e004
7.363e004
3.406e004

Computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes chosen according
to (18) (KSS-equi), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes (KSS-Gauss), and Lanczos
iteration as described in (2) (Lanczos) on an N -point grid (per dimension) and various time steps t .

We repeat the experiment with more oscillatory coefficients
1
1
1
cos.x C y/  sin.2.x  y// C cos.3.x C y//,
2
4
8
1
1
1
1
q.x, y/ D 1 C sin x  cos 2y C sin 3x  cos 4y.
4
4
8
8

p.x, y/ D 1 C

(30)

The initial data
u.x, y, 0/ D 1 C

3
3
3
cos x 
sin.2.x C y// C
cos 3x,
10
20
40

0 < x, y < 2,

(31)

is more oscillatory as well. The results are shown in Figure 7 and Table IV. Once again, we observe
the same behavior as in the one-dimensional case: using equally spaced nodes chosen according to
(18) yields extremely poor results. All three methods exhibit degradation of accuracy as the number
of grid points is increased, including order of accuracy, as the KSS method with block Gaussian
nodes is at best second-order accurate.
In an effort to improve accuracy, we take the variation in the leading coefficient p.x, y/ into
account and prescribe the largest node 4 .!/ for each Fourier coefficient by using (19) rather

Figure 7. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (27), (30), and (31), with periodic boundary
conditions, computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes
chosen according to (18) (solid curve) or (19) (dash-dot curve), a two-node block KSS method with four
block Gaussian nodes (dashed curve), and Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (dotted curve) on an N -point
grid (per dimension) and various time steps. All methods are third-order accurate in time.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Table IV. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (27), (30), and (31), with periodic
boundary conditions.
N

t

16

32

KSS-equi-(18)

KSS-equi-(19)

KSS-Gauss

Lanczos

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

5.510e001
3.305e001
7.355e001
4.712e001
1.388e001

3.204e001
4.005e002
1.909e003
2.761e004
4.289e005

2.653e002
8.202e003
2.836e003
1.039e003
1.581e005

1.351e001
9.480e002
4.589e002
6.060e003
1.270e003

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

6.962e001
5.798e001
8.134e001
6.468e001
4.171e001

3.204e001
3.972e002
1.968e003
3.171e004
5.503e005

2.645e002
8.585e003
3.280e003
1.107e003
2.788e004

1.222e001
1.109e001
9.978e002
8.071e002
4.767e002

Computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes chosen according
to (18) (KSS-equi-(18)) or (19) (KSS-equi-(19)), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes
(KSS-Gauss), and Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (Lanczos) on an N -point grid (per dimension) and various
time steps t .

than (18). The result of this adjustment is shown in Figure 7 and Table IV. As in the one-dimensional
case, KSS with equally spaced nodes actually outperforms KSS with block Gaussian nodes, exhibiting superquadratic convergence in time, compared with superlinear for the block Gaussian case. We
also note that once again, the convergence of KSS with equally spaced nodes is negligibly affected
by an increase in the number of grid points, unlike for KSS with block Gaussian nodes or the
Lanczos-based exponential integrator (2).
4.2. Hyperbolic problem
We now apply all three methods to the second-order wave equation
ut t D .p.x/ux /x  q.x/u,

0 < x < 2,

t > 0,

(32)

with smooth coefficients p.x/ and q.x/ defined in (23). The initial data are
3
1
1
2
cos x 
sin 2x, ut .x, 0/ D sin x C
cos 2x, 0 < x < 2,
(33)
10
20
2
25
and periodic boundary conditions are imposed. KSS methods are applied to the wave equation by
reducing it to a first-order system and then computing both the solution and its time derivative. Performing K block Lanczos iterations each on the solution and its time derivative, which corresponds
to 2K scalar quadrature nodes for each, yields O.t 4K2 / accuracy. Details can be found in [9, 10].
The results are shown in Figure 8 and Table V. Because of the number of scalar nodes and the
second-order derivative with respect to time, all three methods are theoretically sixth-order accurate
in time for sufficiently small time steps, but for the time steps chosen in this experiment, only the two
variations of KSS methods come close to exhibiting such convergence and do so independently of
the spatial resolution, whereas the accuracy of the Lanczos-based exponential integrator once again
deteriorates significantly from the increase in the number of grid points. We also note that although
KSS with block Gaussian nodes is again more accurate than KSS with equally spaced nodes, as in
the parabolic case, the gap between the error estimates for the two methods is much smaller in the
hyperbolic case.
We now examine the performance over a longer time interval, with a final time of t D 10 rather
than t D 1, and using time steps that are 10 times as large. Although we do not observe the same
order of convergence in the two variations of KSS methods (greater than fourth-order accuracy on
average), both methods still perform quite well in spite of the large time steps that are at least 25
times the CFL limit in the case of N D 256 grid points, whereas the Lanczos-based exponential integrator is unable to produce a solution with a reasonable accuracy. The results are shown in Figure 9
and Table VI.
u.x, 0/ D 1 C
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Figure 8. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (32), (23), and (33), with periodic boundary
conditions, computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes
chosen according to (18) (solid curve), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes
(dashed curve), and Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (dotted curve) on an N -point grid and various time
steps. All methods are sixth-order accurate in time.
Table V. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (32), (23), and (33), with periodic
boundary conditions.
N

t

128

256

KSS-equi

KSS-Gauss

Lanczos

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

1.124e005
3.976e007
7.132e009
1.144e010
8.099e012

1.197e005
3.194e007
5.008e009
7.465e011
1.114e012

4.831e006
7.661e006
1.015e004
1.349e005
7.373e010

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

1.124e005
3.976e007
7.132e009
1.143e010
7.888e012

1.197e005
3.194e007
5.008e009
7.465e011
1.114e012

4.877e006
1.291e003
9.163e004
7.380e003
4.456e005

Computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes chosen according
to (18) (KSS-equi), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes (KSS-Gauss), and Lanczos
iteration as described in (2) (Lanczos) on an N -point grid and various time steps t .

We now solve the second-order wave equation with the more oscillatory coefficients defined in
(25) and initial data
3
3
3
cos x 
sin 2x C
sin 3x,
10
20
40
1
1
1
ut .x, 0/ D sin x C cos 2x  sin 3x, 0 < x < 2,
2
4
8
u.x, 0/ D 1 C

(34)

with periodic boundary conditions. The KSS method with equally spaced nodes employs (18) to
choose the extremal nodes. The results are shown in Figure 10 and Table VII. The performance of
all three method is dismal, with error actually increasing as the time step decreases for N D 256 grid
points. This contrasts with the parabolic case, in which the KSS method with block Gaussian nodes
and the Lanczos-based exponential integrator were both able to deliver reasonable accuracy, but
in this hyperbolic problem, higher-frequency components in the solution persist over time instead
of being exponentially damped, thus highlighting the importance of choosing nodes wisely for
such problems.
In the interest of choosing nodes more wisely, we turn to (19) for prescribing the largest node
for each Fourier coefficient, as in the parabolic case. The results of this strategy for the hyperbolic
case are shown in Figure 10 and Table VII. We observe that the performance of the KSS method
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 9. Estimates of relative error at t D 10 in the solution of (32), (23), and (33), with periodic boundary
conditions, computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes
chosen according to (18) (solid curve), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes
(dashed curve), and Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (dotted curve) on an N -point grid and various time
steps. All methods are sixth-order accurate in time.

Table VI. Estimates of relative error at t D 10 in the solution of (32), (23), and (33), with periodic
boundary conditions.
N

t

KSS-equi

KSS-Gauss

Lanczos

128

10
5
5/2
5/4
5/8

1.339eC000
1.259e001
5.229e003
1.940e004
2.371e006

2.019e002
1.051e002
7.018e003
1.392e004
1.190e006

7.869e001
4.492e001
1.412e001
2.532e001
1.301e001

256

10
5
5/2
5/4
5/8

1.339eC000
1.259e001
5.229e003
1.940e004
2.371e006

2.019e002
1.051e002
7.018e003
1.392e004
1.190e006

2.874eC000
4.020eC000
5.556eC000
5.545eC000
1.628eC000

Computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes chosen according
to (18) (KSS-equi), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes (KSS-Gauss), and Lanczos
iteration as described in (2) (Lanczos) on an N -point grid and various time steps t .

with equally spaced nodes is drastically improved compared with the previous experiment in which
(18) was used to choose the extremal nodes. However, as the time step decreases, an increase in
the relative error estimate occurs at the higher resolution, after previously exhibiting approximately
fifth-order accuracy in time. Therefore, further improvement in the node selection scheme is required
for robustness.
We note that in Figure 5, the largest nodes for the KSS method with equally spaced nodes are
still slightly smaller than those of the KSS method with block Gaussian nodes. We therefore artificially ‘force’ the largest nodes for the equally spaced case to be slightly larger by using (21). The
nodes of the two variations of the KSS method are shown in Figure 11, and the results of this strategy are shown in Figure 10 and Table VII. The KSS method with equally spaced nodes no longer
exhibits the degradation in accuracy as the number of grid points increases and consistently exhibits
greater than fifth-order accuracy in time, improving toward the theoretically expected sixth-order
accuracy as t decreases. The insensitivity of the error to increase in the number of grid points is
finally achieved in the hyperbolic case for oscillatory coefficients and data, as it had been for other
‘nicer’ problems.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 10. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (32), (25), and (34), with periodic boundary
conditions, computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes
chosen according to (18) (solid curve) or (19) (dash-dot curve with circles) or (21) (dash-dot curve with
s), a two-node block KSS method with four block Gaussian nodes (dashed curve), and Lanczos iteration
as described in (2) (dotted curve) on an N -point grid and various time steps. All methods are sixth-order
accurate in time.
Table VII. Estimates of relative error at t D 1 in the solution of (32), (25), and (34), with periodic
boundary conditions.
N

t

128

256

KSS-equi-(18)

KSS-equi-(19)

KSS-equi-(21)

KSS-Gauss

Lanczos

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

1.750e002
4.911e004
7.951e006
6.793e005
2.524e009

1.115e002
5.051e004
1.675e005
4.083e007
7.468e009

1.151e002
5.712e004
2.008e005
4.997e007
9.197e009

9.667e003
4.455e004
7.362e006
1.046e005
2.394e009

3.133e002
2.586e003
1.830e003
9.908e004
3.646e007

1
1/2
1/4
1/8
1/16

1.750e002
4.911e004
7.951e006
2.770e003
2.335e+000

1.115e002
5.051e004
1.675e005
4.083e007
8.018e006

1.151e002
5.712e004
2.008e005
4.997e007
9.574e009

9.667e003
4.455e004
7.395e006
3.067e004
5.368e004

3.133e002
1.040e002
3.121e002
3.408e002
3.467e002

Computed by a four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes chosen according
to (18) (KSS-equi-(18)), (19) (KSS-equi-(19)), or (21) (KSS-equi-(21)), a two-node block KSS method with four
block Gaussian nodes (KSS-Gauss), and Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (Lanczos) on an N -point grid and
various time steps t .

4.3. Performance
We now compare the efficiency of a KSS method with equally spaced nodes against a Lanczos-based
exponential integrator, as in (2), that is allowed to proceed to convergence, instead of being restricted
to a Krylov subspace of the same dimension. We also compare to a preconditioned Lanczos iteration that uses a restricted denominator (RD)-rational approximation of the matrix exponential [3, 4],
which is designed to reduce the number of Lanczos iterations needed for convergence. They are
implemented in MATLAB (The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) and executed on a Dell
Inspiron 6400/E1505 notebook with a 2.00-GHz Core 2 Duo processor (Dell Inc., Round Rock,
TX, USA). Table VIII reports the execution time, in seconds, for all three methods applied to the
problems (22), (23), and (24) to compute the solution at t D 1 on 512-point and 1024-point grids.
In Figure 12, the execution time is plotted against the relative error estimates from Table VIII.
It can be seen that a KSS method with equally spaced quadrature nodes prescribed through asymptotic block Lanczos iteration yields much greater accuracy per unit of time than the Lanczos-based
approximation (2). The performance of the KSS method is comparable with that of the RD-rational
approximation when a larger time step is used, but for smaller time steps, the KSS method is more
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 11. Quadrature nodes used by four-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced
nodes prescribed by (21) (blue circles; only extremal nodes shown) and two-node block KSS method with
four block Gaussian nodes (red crosses) applied to the problems (32), (25), and (34).

efficient. It is interesting to note that as t decreases, the number of Lanczos iterations needed by
the RD-rational approximation for convergence actually increases, whereas a decrease occurs for
the standard Lanczos iteration. However, both Lanczos-based methods require higher-dimensional
Krylov subspaces than the KSS method, and the RD-rational approximation incurs the additional
expense of solving a system of equations during each iteration.
It is also interesting to note that both the KSS method and the RD-rational approximation exhibit
favorable scalability properties in this experiment, as the execution time increases linearly with the
number of grid points, as the dimensions of the Krylov subspaces on both grids are essentially the
same. On the other hand, the approximation of (2) does not scale as effectively as an increase in the
number of grid points leads to a corresponding increase in the number of iterations needed.
In addition to the Krylov subspace generated by the solution from the previous time step, which all
three methods require and whose dimensions are indicated in Table VIII, the KSS method requires
storage for 2NK scalars, where N is the total number of grid points and K is the number of quadrature nodes per component of the solution. This storage is needed for the nodes themselves and
Table VIII. Execution times, in seconds, and average Krylov subspace dimensions per time step, for the
solution of (22), (23), and (24) at t D 1, with periodic boundary conditions.
Execution time (s)
N

t

512

1024

Krylov subspace dimension

KSS-equi

RD-rational

Lanczos

KSS-equi

RD-rational

Lanczos

1
0.5
0.25
0.125
0.0625

0.031
0.063
0.14
0.25
0.47

0.22
0.41
0.97
2.3
4.4

1.8
1.5
1.0
0.94
0.97

5
5
5
5
5

9.1
9.2
11.2
12.9
12.6

62.9
45.6
31.2
21.8
15.1

1
0.5
0.25
0.125
0.0625

0.047
0.094
0.25
0.42
0.91

0.41
0.83
2.0
4.7
9.0

19.4
14.2
9.1
7.5
4.4

5
5
5
5
5

9.1
9.5
11.5
13.0
12.8

123.8
86.7
60.2
41.5
28.3

Computed by a five-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method with equally spaced nodes chosen according
to (18) (KSS-equi), a restricted denominator (RD)-rational approximation of the matrix exponential [3, 4], and
Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (Lanczos) on 512-point and 1024-point grids and various time steps t .
The KSS method is fourth-order accurate in time; the exponential integrators iterate to convergence during each
time step.
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 12. Plot of relative error versus execution time (in seconds) for the solution of (22), (23), and (24) at
t D 1, with periodic boundary conditions, computed by a five-node Krylov subspace spectral (KSS) method
with equally spaced nodes chosen according to (18) (KSS-equi), a restricted denominator (RD)-rational
approximation of the matrix exponential [3, 4], and Lanczos iteration as described in (2) (Lanczos) on 512point and 1024-point grids and various time steps t. The KSS method is fourth-order accurate in time; the
exponential integrators iterate to convergence during each time step.

the coefficients of the N polynomials, each of degree K  1, that interpolate e t (for parabolic
problems) at the K nodes associated with each component.
It can be seen from this comparison that the componentwise approximation of the solution operator e Lt allows a change in the selection of the dimension of the Krylov subspace generated by
the solution from the previous time step and, by extension, the number of Arnoldi or Lanczos
iterations. In standard exponential integrators, this dimension is determined according to
convergence criteria and can therefore vary on the basis of the number of grid points or the time
step. In a KSS method, however, the dimension is determined solely by the desired temporal order
of accuracy and can therefore remain fixed throughout the entire computation.
5. DISCUSSION
We now discuss ongoing and upcoming research directions pertaining to the expansion of the applicability of KSS methods, including their enhancement through asymptotic analysis of Lanczos
iteration as a function of parameters of the chosen basis functions.
5.1. Quadrature node distribution
In this paper, we have limited ourselves to using equally spaced nodes, once the extremal nodes have
been selected. However, this restriction is not necessary. For example, we can apply a Chebyshev
distribution to the nodes. Figure 13 compares the accuracy of equidistant and Chebyshev distributions, applied to the parabolic problems (22), (23), and (24). For N D 512 grid points, the results
are nearly identical, but for N D 2048, there is a slight degradation of accuracy for the Chebyshev
distribution for the smallest time steps, after performing almost identically to the equidistant distribution for larger time steps. Other experiments have suggested that the results can be sensitive to the
distribution of the nodes, particularly if some of them are quite clustered. This will be investigated
further in future work.
5.2. Adaptive step size control
The time step t can be varied adaptively by obtaining an error estimate. This can be accomplished
efficiently by computing a second approximate solution that involves one additional quadrature node
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 13. Estimates of relative error at t D 0.2 in the solution of (22), (23), and (24), with periodic boundary conditions, computed by a five-node Krylov subspace spectral method with equally spaced nodes (solid
curve) and with nodes spaced according to a Chebyshev distribution (dashed curve) on an N -point grid and
various time steps. Both methods are fourth-order accurate in time.

for each component of the solution. As it is not necessary to use equal spacing between nodes, this
node can be chosen to lie between the existing nodes for the given coefficient. With the use of
Newton interpolation to construct the approximation of each component from the chosen nodes, the
additional node can be accounted for efficiently to obtain the second approximation. The time step
can then be adjusted according to the size of the error estimate as in standard adaptive methods.
5.3. Other spatial discretizations
The main idea behind KSS methods, that higher-order accuracy in time can be obtained by componentwise approximation, is not limited to the enhancement of spectral methods that employ Fourier
basis functions. Let A be an N  N matrix and f be an analytic function. Then, f .A/v can be computed efficiently by approximation of each component, with respect to a basis fuj gN
j D1 , by a block
Gaussian quadrature rule with K block nodes (that is, 2K scalar nodes) if expressions of the form
k
uH
j A uj ,

k
uH
j A v,

vH Ak v

(35)

can be computed efficiently for j D 1, : : : , N and k D 0, : : : , 2K  1 and transformation between
the basis fuj gN
j D1 and the standard basis can be performed efficiently.
The first expression in (35) can be computed analytically if the members of the basis fuj gN
j D1
can be simply expressed in terms of j , as in Fourier spectral methods. The other two expressions in
(35) are readily obtained from bases for Krylov subspaces generated by v. If A is sparse, then each
block recursion coefficient, across all components, can be represented as the sum of a sparse matrix
and a low-rank matrix [27].
Therefore, it is worthwhile to explore the adaptation of KSS methods to other spatial discretizations for which the recursion coefficients can be computed efficiently. The temporal order of
accuracy achieved in the case of Fourier spectral methods applies to such discretizations, as only
the measures in the Riemann–Stieltjes integrals are changing, not the integrands. This is demonstrated in [27], in which block KSS methods are adapted to spatial discretization via finite elements.
Future work will consist of asymptotic analysis of the recursion coefficients arising from these
discretizations in order to develop effective algorithms for prescribing quadrature nodes.
5.4. Application to nonlinear PDE
There are several exponential integrators that can be used for solving stiff systems of nonlinear
ODE, such as those proposed in [28, 31–36]. These methods involve the approximation of products
of matrix functions and vectors, where the functions include the matrix exponential. A comparison
of several of these methods with implicit and explicit integrators is given in [37]. It is worthwhile to
explore whether methods of this type can be made more effective by replacing their Arnoldi-based
Copyright © 2012 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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or Lanczos-based approaches to approximation of matrix functions with a componentwise approach
such as those used by KSS methods, particularly with its enhancement through appropriate prescription of quadrature nodes. The one-node block KSS method, which is first-order accurate in time for
diffusion equations, has already been successfully applied to nonlinear diffusion equations from
image processing [29, 30]. To achieve higher-order accuracy, an approach such as that described
in [37], in which the KSS method is used to approximate the product of a function of the Jacobian
with a vector, will be investigated.
6. SUMMARY
In many cases, the solution of systems of ODE can be expressed in terms of the approximate evaluation of a matrix function such as the exponential. Over the last few decades, much advancement has
been made in the approximation of quantities of the form f .A/v and uT f .A/v. Techniques for computing f .A/v, such as those described in [1, 2], have been used for several years to solve systems of
ODE but can encounter the same difficulties with stiffness that other time stepping methods have.
On the other hand, techniques for computing the bilinear form uT f .A/v, normally used for computing selected components of the solution of a system of equations, open the door to rethinking
how time stepping is carried out. Because they allow individual attention to be paid to each component of f .A/v in some basis, they can be used to construct new time stepping methods that are more
effective for large-scale problems. KSS methods represent one approach of exploiting this flexibility, and their use of distinct block Gaussian quadrature rules for each component makes them an
attractive choice for various problems in terms of their accuracy.
However, it has been established in this paper that the use of block Gaussian rules is neither
necessary nor sufficient for maximizing accuracy, and alternative approaches based on prescribing
quadrature nodes, whether based on asymptotic block Lanczos iteration or not, cannot only achieve
comparable or greater accuracy than block Gaussian rules but can also do so with much greater efficiency. Therefore, it is worthwhile to continue the exploration of such componentwise approaches
to the solution of stiff systems of ODE, both linear and nonlinear, through the approximation of
matrix functions.
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